Finger ring

Washer which fits over plunger and screws onto ring cap thus fastening it into place.

Spring strip which increases plunger syringe friction by pressing on cap.

Screw cap

Thin brass tubing & offset pieces containing screw threads for cap & valve piston.

Slider to adjust outward motion of plunger.

Brass tubing to contain four windows to permit visibility of syringe.

7 Parts to assemble

Improvements in the syringe case and friction adjusting mechanism & slider to limit outward motion of the piston.
Improvements in the
syringe case and friction
adjusting mechanism to
limit outward motion of the
piston.

Spring strut which increases
friction on pressign on

Screw cap

2 spring strut which increases friction on

Thim piece, turning 5 notches in pressign to

containing screw for

cap to valve postion

Slider to adjust outward motion of

Blunger.

Brass tuping to contain your windows.

J oint to deasembled

"Shelby"